PROJECT MANAGER – OIL & GAS
Corpus Christi, TX

COMPANY BACKGROUND
Pendleton Resources is retained by a global diversified industrial company with a long history as a market leader in services, systems and components for Energy, Exploration & Extraction, and Infrastructure industries. It has 14,000 employees in 105 locations in 30 countries and 16 manufacturing plants in the United States. Its headquarters is in Denver, Colorado.

POSITION SUMMARY
This professional will be part of the client’s growing oil & gas market providing fluid transfer power systems to drilling contractors, operators and contractors involved in exploration and production. They will lead a team of maintenance supervisors, and service team leaders working in the field with the company’s Oil and Gas Exp. & Prod. customers. This Project Manager acts as the contact person for all customers and works closely with the General Manager and Accounting personnel. The position will require work both in an office environment and out in a manufacturing environment. Some travel, in the United States and abroad is a requirement.

KEY DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
− Lead a team of Oil & Gas maintenance supervisors and services team leaders
− Assist General Manager in day to day performances to key metrics
− Coordinates deployment and mobilization of personnel and equipment to Oil & Gas services jobs
− Work on site with Drilling Contractors, Operators, and Contractors to resolve issues and minimize lost time.
− Conducts training and certification programs and maintains records for competencies on all service, maintenance, and assembly personnel.
− Provide support and resources to the teams Performing work including purchase and rental tools if necessary
− Identify and set up satellite operations to support field personnel that is strategic to target markets
− Create and maintain maintenance schedules and records for equipment calibration
− Conduct pre and post job meetings to identify areas of improvement and ensure compliance to all company policies
− Assist leaderships in the roll of programs necessary to obtain certification needed for oil field work

QUALIFICATIONS:
− Minimum of three (3) years of Oil and Gas Exploration and Production experience working with heavy equipment and oil field hose and fluid transfer/fluid power systems.
− Experience working in oil field completion operations is preferred
− Five (5) years of supervisory experience
− Experience implementing Fluid Power or Power Transmission products is a plus
− Excellent interpersonal and communication skills and experience building strong collaborative relationships
− Project management, organization and problem-solving skills
− Ability to independently manage multiple complex projects simultaneously based on initial direction

This client offers a competitive compensation, bonus and comprehensive benefit program in a stable and supportive work environment. Its commitment to technological advancement offers opportunities for personal growth and development.